University of Washington
Faculty Council on Benefits and Retirement
April 24th, 2017
2:30 pm – 4:00 pm
Gerberding 26
Meeting Synopsis:
1. Call to order
2. Review of minutes from February 27th, 2017
3. Opt-in/out choices for UWRP Contributions for those of age 50+
4. Parental leave policy for faculty
5. Tuition waiver policy
6. Benefits comparison: Life, disability, and long term care insurance as well as child care
7. Final report of benefits comparison to the Faculty Senate and faculty
8. Good of the order
9. Adjourn
_____________________________________________________________________________________
1) Call to order
Siegel called the meeting to order at 2:30 p.m.
The council thanked Chamberlin for chairing the FCBR during fall and winter quarters while Siegel was
on sabbatical.
2) Review of minutes from February 27th, 2017
The minutes from February 27th, 2017 were approved as written.
3) Opt-in/out choices for UWRP Contributions for those of age 50+
The council discussed next steps for disseminating a decision concerning if the university’s model should
be changed to an “opt out” model relating to faculty members age 50+ contributing 10% to the UW
Retirement Plan (UWRP). There was some discussion concerning a subset of FCBR members developing
a recommendation relating to moving the topic forward.
Mittler questioned if the initiative intersects with other policies and/or laws at the state or federal-level.
Katy Dwyer (Executive Director of Benefits, Benefits Office) confirmed that the aforementioned change
would intersect with tax rules as well as other legal complexities, and a review would need to be
conducted as part of formally addressing the topic.
Siegel provided a brief history of the previous instance in which the council formally put a
recommendation forward to the Senate Committee on Planning and Budgeting (SCPB) in 2012 (Exhibit
1). Kornberg (president’s designee) explained there were questions at that time concerning what the
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associated costs would be, and what type of legislation would be required to formalize the change. It
was noted a cost-analysis conducted at the time assumed a total cost of approximately 1 million dollars
related to changing in policy. There was some discussion of the topic not being resolved in 2012.
After additional discussion, Kornberg and Dwyer requested they be sent the document showing when
the issue was addressed in past years. Kornberg noted she would consult with Cheryl Cameron (Vice
Provost for Academic Personnel, Office of the Provost) on the question if the decision can be made at
the administrative level or if it requires legislative action by the faculty.
There was some discussion of the new HR/Payroll system being implemented in June, 2017 and its
intersection with implementation of such a change.
There was an interest in potentially transmitting a survey to faculty on why they have not opted in to a
10% contribution, and also in relation to other areas of interest to the council. Dwyer noted she would
open to conducting a targeted survey within the Benefits Office (after June, 2017).
Winger and Mittler noted they would communicate with Chamberlin.
4) Parental leave policy for faculty
Wright explained a comparative chart of UW’s peer institutions and their associated parental leave
policies has been developed (Exhibit 2). A simplified spreadsheet was also shown (Exhibit 3). Wright
commented on some take-away points from the data:
 In general, most peer institutions have a parental leave policy, and most are more generous to birth
and non-birth parents than the UW, or at least to non-birth parents
 Viable options for changing UW faculty parental leave policy by comparing UW to peers:
 Expand sick leave coverage to include newborn infant care
 Establish separate paid parental leave for primary caregivers
 Establish separate paid parental leave for all parents
Wright noted the most common policy at peer institutions involves not requiring medical
documentation for newborn infant care. He noted he would recommend a similar policy at the UW for
various reasons (including supporting the equity statement of the university). One associated concern
relates to the cost of backfilling a workplace absence while a faculty member is on leave, which is not
necessarily tracked or known at this time. Wright explained the Faculty Council on Women in Academia
is also interested in participating in addressing the topic.
It was noted the two main questions for the council to consider are: what is the recommended change
to UW faculty parental leave policy/practice, and how will it be implemented. Shankar noted he believes
the preferred change is to provide paid leave to non-birth parents. Wright noted from a practical point
of view, in Seattle there are no traditional institutions (daycare, etc.) that will take a child under six
weeks old, which means there is a structural need for faculty to be able to care for a newborn.
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Chapter 51 of the Faculty Code and Governance (Faculty Leave and Vacations) was displayed. Siegel
noted if the council develops new/revised language for the Chapter that satisfies the intention related to
altering faculty leave, the amendment could be moved through the legislative process as Class B
legislation during the fall of 2017. He noted the best path forward appears to be allowing the FCBR
Subcommittee on Parental Leave to develop draft Class B legislation in relation to a recommended
change, which can then be vetted by other bodies/individuals, and finally by the FCBR before a vote is
taken for the amendment to be forwarded through the legislative process.
5) Tuition waiver policy
Siegel noted the council addressed the topic of a potential university-wide tuition waiver program in its
January meeting, though time constraints at that time did not allow for follow-up discussion. He noted
he would like to have a discussion of resolutions related to the topic. The council viewed a cost-analysis
for a potential tuition waiver program previously provided by Carol Diem (Director of Institutional
Analysis, Office of Planning and Budgeting) in its January 2017 meeting (Exhibit 4).
Wright questioned if lack of a tuition waiver program for offspring of faculty contributes at all to a
problem with faculty recruitment. It was noted department chairs are generally active in recruitment
negotiations, and many may have anecdotal information they are willing to share.
There was some discussion of affordable housing assistance for new junior faculty (given rising housing
costs in Seattle and the surrounding region). Dwyer noted the administration would likely be interested
in the council’s position on a potential tuition waiver program.
Siegel explained he believes it is acceptable to postpone addressing the topic for the time being. It was
noted there is a tuition exemption program available to UW employees via the State Employee Tuition
Exemption program (up to six credits per quarter).
It was noted public research institutions surveyed as part of the council’s larger benefits comparison
analysis showed 74% of those had some form of tuition assistance available to children of full-time
university employees.
Siegel explained Zoe Barsness (Chair, Faculty Senate) has recommended consulting with elected faculty
councils (EFCs) to gather feedback on various proposals, including new/altered parental leave policies.
Siegel recommended council members forward their thoughts on individuals/populations that might be
surveyed for feedback on a tuition waiver program, as well as on questions to be included. Members
noted this will help inform the FCBR’s work in the next year. Wright explained department chairs may
also be approached for anecdotal information.
6) Benefits comparison: Life, disability, and long term care insurance as well as child care
The council reviewed child care benefits, life, disability, and long term care insurance offerings as part of
its comprehensive benefits comparison between the UW and 25 peer institutions, certain public
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research institutions, and certain private institutions (Exhibit 5). It was noted various UW-column data
requires updating due to recently implemented changes.
There was some interest in the optional Long Term Disability benefit at the UW. It was noted the benefit
has not changed in over two decades, and the six-thousand dollar maximum monthly benefit is thought
by many to be too low a sum. A member recommended the council send a letter to the Washington
State Legislature requesting reconsideration of the maximum monthly benefit amount. Amounts ranging
from nine to ten-thousand dollars were mentioned as viable recommendations. Dwyer noted her office
would need to do some research on behalf of the council before transmission of this letter. It was noted
the benefit could likely be redesigned in a way that is of more benefit to faculty, and at no cost to the
state. Dwyer noted she could reach out to the Health Care Authority (HCA) to survey potential for such a
change. It was noted the change would intersect with Public Employee Benefits Board (PEBB) insurance,
and so would need to be enacted statewide. The council expressed an interest in returning to the topic
in a later meeting.
There was some discussion of child care. It was noted UW’s child care benefits were recently enhanced.
It was noted sick child care is now available to UW employees. Moreover, UW is contracted with
KinderCare giving priority status in local childcare centers. Members commented that child care is a
major recruitment tool.
It was clarified UW is behind peers relating to paid-time-off for parental leave (over and above vacation
and sick leave).
Mittler explained the affordable housing benefit might be tracked and included as part of the council’s
comparison of benefits. It was noted this might be completed for the May FCBR meeting.
7) Final report of benefits comparison to the Faculty Senate and faculty
Siegel explained the FCBR should decide on avenues to report findings of the benefits comparison to the
Faculty Senate (at the very least). He noted the council should discuss if the final report will be
disseminated more widely.
8) Good of the order
It was noted “designing a benefits-related survey” will be a topic of discussion in the May meeting.
9) Adjourn
Siegel adjourned the meeting at 4:00 p.m.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Minutes by Joey Burgess, jmbg@uw.edu, council support analyst
Present:

Faculty: Russel Fernandes, John Mittler, Gowri Shankar, Stephan Siegel (chair),
Jason Wright
Ex-officio reps: Laura Lillard, Iva Loukanova, Erick Winger
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President’s designee: Mindy Kornberg
Guests: Miceal Vaughan, Katy Dwyer
Absent:

Faculty: Iulia Metzner, Mary O’Neil
Ex-officio reps: Charles Chamberlin, Pat Dougherty

Exhibits
Exhibit 1 – optinoptouttransmittal.pdf
Exhibit 2 – Parental Leave Comparison for GCS Peer Institutions from Gowri with JNW edits.doc
Exhibit 3 – Faculty Council on Benefits and Retirement v3.doc
Exhibit 4 – costanalysis_tuitionwaiverprogram.pdf
Exhibit 5 – Otherbenefits_comparisondata_fcbr_spring2017.pdf
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Exhibit 1

December 12, 2012

Ana Mari Cauce, Provost and Executive Vice President
University of Washington
Office of the Provost – Box 351237
Dear Provost Cauce:
At its November 26, 2012, meeting the Senate Committee on Planning and Budgeting (SCPB)
approved a resolution endorsing the Faculty Council on Benefits and Retirement’s proposal to
request a change in the UWRP implementation to an opt-out model at age 50 versus an opt-in,
with regards to the optional increase in contribution to 10% from 7.5%. At that time you
indicated that before making a decision, you would like to consult with President Young and
appropriate folks in Planning and Budgeting.
My hope is to revisit the issue at a winter quarter SCPB meeting, that is, if you think it’s enough
time to gather the necessary information. Let’s further discuss this issue at our meeting in
January.
Sincerely,

Susan Astley
Professor, Epidemiology and Pediatrics
Chair, Senate Committee on Planning and Budgeting
/nlb
Attachment
cc: Ashley Emery, Chair, Faculty Council on Benefits and Retirement

36 Gerberding Hall, Box 351271  Seattle, Washington 98195-1271  (206) 685-2703  FAX: (206) 685-6976
senate@u.washington.edu  http://www.washington.edu/faculty/facsen
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Exhibit 2

Parental Leave Comparison for GCS Peer Institutions
Peer
Institutions
UW

UC Boulder
UC Denver

UMd,
College
Park

Birth Mother
90 days paid disability leave
for childbirth pregnancy or
recovery.
 Additional Unpaid Family
Leave up to 6 months or 2
quarters to care for newborn
or newly adopted or foster
child
9 month Faculty:
 18 weeks (paid) leave to care
for the faculty member's child
within twelve months of the
birth, adoption, or foster care
placement of the child, using
accrued sick leave.
 If the faculty member
exhausts all accrued sick leave
before the end of the
eighteen-week period, then
they may continue the leave
for the remainder of the
period at half pay with full
benefits.
12 month Faculty:
 6 months of parental leave,
during which time they may
use accrued sick leave,
accrued vacation leave,
and/or leave without pay to
care for member’s child
within 12 months of the birth,
adoption, or foster care
placement




8 weeks paid Parental Leave,
creditable first to sick and
personal leave, with balance

Non-birthing Parent




90 days paid sick leave only
to care for minor child with
health condition needing
treatment or supervision
Unpaid Family Leave up to 6
months or 2 quarters to care
for new child

9 month Faculty:
 18 weeks of (paid) leave to
care for the faculty member's
child within twelve months of
the birth, adoption, or foster
care placement of the child,
using accrued sick leave.
 If the faculty member exhausts
all accrued sick leave before
the end of the eighteen-week
period, then they may
continue the leave for the
remainder of the period at half
pay with full benefits.
12 month Faculty:
 6 months of parental leave,
during which time they may
use accrued sick leave,
accrued vacation leave, and/or
leave without pay to care for
the member’s child within 12
months of the birth, adoption,
or foster care placement
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8 weeks paid Parental Leave,
creditable first to sick and
personal leave, with balance

Comparison
to UW

N/A

Substantively
more
generous for
both, birth
mother and
non-birthing
parent

Substantively
more
generous for
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UMd,
Baltimore


UMass
Amherst





UC, Davis
UC, Irvine
UCLA
UCSD









Rutgers,
New
Brunswick
Rutgers
Camden
Rutgers
Newark
RNJMS





University

of
Connecticut 



University
of Virginia



supplemented as needed to
reach 8 weeks
Runs concurrently with 12
weeks unpaid FMLA, can use
accrued sick leave to cover



supplemented as needed to
reach 8 weeks
Runs concurrently with 12
weeks unpaid FMLA, can use
accrued sick leave to cover

1 semester paid leave, must
use sick leave and then sick
leave bank to cover
Runs concurrently with 12
weeks unpaid FMLA



Paid Childbearing Leave, 6
weeks or greater with medical
approval
Unpaid Pregnancy Disability
Leave up to total of 4 months
Runs concurrently with
unpaid FMLA 12 weeks
Remainder quarter ASMD
1 additional quarter ASMD
Unpaid Parental Leave up to 1
year




6 weeks paid Recuperative
Leave
8 weeks paid Release Time
Runs concurrently with 12
weeks unpaid FMLA




8 weeks paid Release Time
Runs concurrently with 12
weeks unpaid FMLA

Paid disability 6+ weeks with
medical authorization
Unpaid Parental Leave 6
months (continued eligibility
for health insurance)
Runs concurrently with 12
weeks unpaid FMLA




12 weeks unpaid FMLA
Unpaid CT State Statute 5248a 24 weeks, runs
concurrently
Unpaid Parental Leave 6
months (continued eligibility
for health insurance)

Paid short term disability up
to 6 months, with medical
authorization
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1 semester paid leave, must
use sick leave and then sick
leave bank to cover
Runs concurrently with 12
weeks unpaid FMLA
Unpaid FMLA 12 weeks
1 quarter ASMD (if 50%
parental responsibility)
Unpaid Parental Leave up to 1
year

3 weeks paid Parental Leave
9 weeks unpaid Parental Leave

non-birthing
parent

Substantively
more
generous for
both

Slightly more
generous for
both

Substantively
more
generous for
non-birthing
parent

Similar to
UW

Substantively
more
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3 weeks paid Parental Leave
9 weeks unpaid Parental
Leave
Runs concurrently with 12
weeks unpaid FMLA
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Runs concurrently with 12
weeks unpaid FMLA

generous for
both
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Faculty Parental Leave Policies

Problem Statement

The University of Washington lacks a coherent and equitable Faculty Parental Leave Policy.
The lack of a clear policy creates a situation where leave benefits may be applied
inconsistently across the University Faculty, with resultant equity and legal implications.

History of UW Parental Leave Policy



Prior to 1972:
o





No parental leave policy.

April 1972, SB-121:
o

Established “Faculty Maternity Leave” as an unpaid leave.

o

Specifically excluded sick leave use for maternity leave.

May 1973, SB-122:
o

Directed that pregnancy-related disability be covered by paid sick leave of
up to 2 months.

o

Brought UW sick and disability leave policies in line with US Department of
Health Education and Welfare (HEW) guidelines, put forth in response to
passage of the Education Amendments of 1972.

o


Dec 1980, SC-254:
o



Replaced unpaid “Faculty Maternity Leave” with unpaid “Infant Care Leave”.
Changed term of sick leave benefits to 90 calendar days.

Dec 1995, SB-161:
o

Expanded sick leave benefits to include care of a child with a health
condition requiring treatment or supervision.

o

Replaced unpaid “Infant Care Leave” with unpaid “Family Leave,” and
directed that leave for care of a newborn child qualify for paid medical
benefits for up to 12 weeks.

o

Brought UW sick and family leave policies in line with The Family and
Medical Leave Act (FMLA) of 1993.
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o

Amended sick leave policy satisfies the requirements of Washington State
Family Care Act (FCA) of 2002.

o

Amended “family Leave” policy satisfies requirements of Washington State
Family Leave Act (FLA) of 2006.

Current UW Parental Leave Policy



No specific parental leave policy. Leave benefits around birth or adoption of a child
are applied piecemeal through a variety of leave mechanisms:
o

For female faculty who give birth, up to 90 calendar days of paid medical
leave can be used, with physician approval. Per UW sick leave policy.

o

For faculty who are the spouse or registered domestic partner of a female
who has given birth, up to 90 calendar days of paid medical leave can be
used during the period of pregnancy-related disability, presumably with
physician attestation. Per WSFCA.

o

For all faculty, up to 90 calendar days of paid medical leave can be used to
care for an infant with a health condition requiring treatment or supervision,
with physician approval. Per UW sick leave policy and WSFCA.

o

For all faculty, unpaid leave is available for up to 6 calendar months or 2
quarters for care of an infant child, with paid medical benefits for up to 12
weeks. Meets FMLA and FLA requirements.

Policy Options

1. Status quo


Pros: cost neutral, no administrative burden



Cons: inequitable, contrary to UW equity values, vulnerable to litigation,
hampers recruitment and retention

2. Expand sick leave coverage to include newborn infant care


Pros: equitable, in line with UW equity values, in line with GCS peer institutions,
minimal administrative burden, fosters diversity in recruitment and retention
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Cons: cost burden depending on coverage and utilization rate, barriers to
implementation and enforcement in small units

3. Establish separate paid parental leave for primary caregivers


Pros: equitable, in line with UW equity values, in line with GCS peer institutions,
fosters diversity in recruitment and retention



Cons: cost burden depending on coverage and utilization rate, greater
administrative burden, barriers to implementation and enforcement in small
units

4. Establish separate paid parental leave for all parents


Pros: equitable, progressive, in line with UW equity values, in line with many
GCS peer institutions, fosters diversity in recruitment and retention



Cons: cost burden depending on coverage and utilization rate, greater
administrative burden, barriers to implementation and enforcement in small
units

Policy Recommendation

Expanding sick leave coverage to include care of a newborn (policy option 2) would seem
like a reasonable balance of equity and cost concerns. It would represent the most
expedient and least administratively burdensome approach to furnishing equitable leave
around the birth or adoption of a child. It is potentially cost neutral, as this is an existing
benefit provided to UW Faculty, although to the degree that positions must be backfilled or
departmental work assignments would change, there may be a cost to coverage of work
duties during the leave period. In addition, there may be difficulties with application and
enforcement across a variety of departmental structures, as it would rely on faculty
colleagues to take up the burden of additional work.

Possible Future Directions
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1. Class C Resolution calling on administration to formulate an official parental
leave policy in consultation with the faculty
2. Class B Resolution articulating a specific parental leave policy out of FCBR
with additional committee and council sponsors
3. Call on faculty senate to convene an ad hoc committee to develop a Class B
Resolution
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Exhibit 5
Benefits

Year

UW

Peers
(Group of 25)
N
Average

Public Research
Institutions
N
Average

Private
Institutions
N
Average

Yes
No
No
$0.15

5
5
5
2

100%
60%
60%
$0.13

31
31
30
20

100%
68%
37%
$0.26

7
7
7
7

$25,000
-

3
1

$26,000
1.00

12
13

$40,083
1.50

Yes
Yes

5
5

100%
80%

31
29

97%
59%

7
6

100%
83%

$750,000

3
2
5
4

$533,333
7.00
$200,000
$13,750

8
19
26
26

$762,500
4.95
$142,654
$14,885

3
4

$1,166,667
4.50
$224,000
$10,000

5
2

40%
50%

31
15

48%
40%

7
6

86%
83%

2
2
2

50%
50%
0%

15
15
15

33%
60%
7%

6
6
6

67%
17%
17%

15
15
1

79%
21%
$250

6
6

100%
0%

2015/16
Other Benefits
Life Insurance: Basic
Basic Life Insurance offered
Basic life insurance plan includes Accidental D&D
Employee pays any part of life insurance plan
Institution's monthly premium per $1,000 of insurance
Maximum amount
If fixed: Maximum $ amount
If based on salary: "X" multiplier
Life Insurance: Supplemental
Employee can purchase "supplemental life insurance
If Yes: Medical evidence of insurability is required
Maximum amount
If additional amount fixed: Maximum $ amount
If additional amount based on salary: "X" multiplier
Maximum $ amount for spouse/domestic partner
Maximum $ amount for eligible children
Short Term Disability
Short‐term disability offered
Enrollment in short‐term disability is automatic
If Yes: Who pays the premium?
Institution only
Employee only
Both contribute
Short Term Disability benefit is
Percentage of salary
Flat amount
If flat amount: $ per week

2017‐02‐23
Peer Schools v20170223.xlsx

0
0

-

$375,000
$2,500

No ‐
UW has
faculty sick
leave
policy.

100%
71%
0%
$0.12
$200,000
2.70
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Benefits

Year

UW

Peers
(Group of 25)
N
Average

Public Research
Institutions
N
Average

Private
Institutions
N
Average

Yes

5

100%

31

97%

7

100%

No
No
Yes

5
5
5

20%
60%
20%

28
28
28

36%
32%
32%

6
6
6

50%
0%
50%

No
No
Yes
Yes
12
3
60%
Yes
$6,000
Yes

5
5
5
5
3
2
5
5
5
5
5

80%
0%
20%
80%
9
12
62%
100%
$11,600
$10,000
60%

28
28
28
28
17
11
26
28
23
23
23

39%
14%
39%
68%
9.9
10%
62%
89%
$9,883
$10,000
52%

7
7
7
7
4
4
7
7
6
6
6

29%
14%
57%
57%
9.75
925%
60%
100%
$15,283
$13,250
33%

Yes

5

40%

30

43%

7

71%

No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

2
2
2
2
2

100%
50%
0%
50%
0%

13
13
13
13
13

77%
8%
8%
15%
15%

4
5
4
4
5

50%
20%
0%
0%
40%

No
No
No
Yes
No
‐

0
0
0
0
2

2
2
2
2
13

50%
0%
0%
50%
23%
‐

2
2
2
2
4
1

0%
0%
0%
50%
25%
25%

2015/16
Long Term Disability
Long‐term disability offered
If applicable: Who pays the premium?
Institution only
Employee only
Both contribute
How is long‐term disability defined?
Can't perform OWN occupation
Can't perform ANY occupation
Can't perform OWN occupation after "X" weeks & ANY thereafter
Does LTD have a pre‐existing clause?
If Yes: How many months duration
Number of months employee on LTD can continue on ins plans at employee rate
Percent of monthly earnings paid by LTD
Does LTD plan have a maximum monthly benefit?
If Yes: maximum monthly $ amount (comps: average)
If Yes: maximum monthly $ amount (comps: median)
Does your LTD plan allow benefits to be paid free of Federal Tax?
Child Care
Institution offers child daycare benefits
If Yes: Types of child daycare offered
On‐site daycare managed by employees
On‐site daycare managed by contractor
Off‐site daycare managed by employees
Off‐site daycare managed by contractor
Institution offers sick‐child daycare benefits
If Yes: Types of child daycare offered
On‐site sick‐child daycare managed by employees
On‐site sick‐child daycare managed by contractor
Off‐site sick‐child daycare managed by employees
Off‐site sick‐child daycare managed by contractor
Institution subsidizes the cost of daycare
If Yes: Approximate % of cost paid by institution

2017‐02‐23
Peer Schools v20170223.xlsx

0%
‐
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Benefits

Year

UW

Peers
(Group of 25)
N
Average

Public Research
Institutions
N
Average

Private
Institutions
N
Average

10
Yes
Yes
7
Yes

4
5
4
2
4
1
4

13
80%
75%
4
100%
365
25%

30
31
27
13
27
8
21

11
97%
93%
5
100%
131
29%

7
7
7
1
6
3
7

10%
100%
86%
4
100%
303
57%

1

6

6

8

3

8

2015/16
Paid Time off
Number of paid holidays each year (actual # of days)
Paid time‐off offered
Institution has Sabbatical Leave (Faculty)
If Yes: Typical number of years between each
Institution allows Unpaid Leave (Faculty)
If Yes: Maximum number of days
Institution has paid leave (over and above vacation and sick leave) for
new parents
If Yes: For how many weeks

2017‐02‐23
Peer Schools v20170223.xlsx

No
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LIST OF UNIVERSITIES IN THE COMPARISON GROUPS
Note that in most cases data may not be available for the specific campus but available for the entire system.
In such cases the system is included as well / instead.
Peers ‐ Group of 25
Clemson University
Penn State University System Summary
Pennsylvania State University
University Pennsylvania State University
University of Maryland College Park
University of Pittsburgh System Summary
University of Pittsburgh

Public Research Institutions
California State University System Summary
Clemson University
Florida State University
George Mason University
Indiana University System Summary
Indiana University at Bloomington
Kansas State University
Michigan State University
Michigan Technological University
New Mexico State University System Summary
New Mexico State University Main Campus
Oklahoma State University System Summary
Oklahoma State University
Penn State University System Summary
Pennsylvania State University
The University of Arizona
University of Alabama at Birmingham
University of Alaska Statewide System Summary
University of Alaska Fairbanks
University of Central Florida
University of Cincinnati System Summary
University of Cincinnati Main Campus
University of Florida
University of Hawaii System Summary
University of Hawaii at Manoa
University of Idaho
University of Louisiana at Lafayette
University of Maryland College Park
University of Missouri System Summary
University of Nevada‐Las Vegas
University of New Mexico Main Campus
University of Pittsburgh System Summary
University of Pittsburgh
University of South Alabama
University of South Carolina ‐ Columbia
University of Toledo
University of Utah
University of Vermont
University of West Florida

Private Ins tu ons
Carnegie Mellon University
DePaul University
New York University
Northwestern University
Rice University
The George Washington University
University of Rochester
Vanderbilt University
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Summary Tables - Non-Healthcare Basics
General Non-Healthcare Benefits Data
TABLE 43
% of Institutions Providing Selected Non-Healthcare Benefits
99%
Basic life insurance
Short-term disability

65%

Long-term disability

97%

Paid time off

96%

Tuition assistance

96%

Retirement

96%

Child Daycare Benefits
TABLE 44
Child and Sick-Child Daycare Benefits
% of institutions providing child daycare benefits

19%

% of institutions providing sick-child daycare benefits

13%

% of institutions subsidizing the cost of childcare

31%

% of cost paid by the institution (median)

30%

TABLE 45
Management of Daycare Centers, % by Type of Management
On-site sick-child daycare managed by employees
14%

© 2016 CUPA-HR

On-site sick-child daycare managed by contractor

0%

Off-site sick-child daycare managed by employees

0%

Off-site sick-child daycare managed by contractor

75%

Report of Higher Education Employee Healthcare and Other Benefits
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Summary Tables - Basic Life Insurance
TABLE 46
Basic Life Insurance for Employees
% including AD&D coverage in basic life insurance
plan
% self-funding basic life insurance plan

% purchased insurance product

91%

All Institutions:
Public:
Private:
All Institutions:
Public:
Private:

9%
14%
7%
82%
58%
93%

% part of a state employee plan

Public:

% offering basic life insurance to following types of
employee

Full Time:

100%

≥ Half Time:

40%

< Half time:

5%

% requiring employee to pay part of insurance
premium

18%

% requiring mandatory participation if employee
pays part of premium
Median monthly cost per $1,000 of life insurance

28%

41%
Institution:

$0.15

How maximum life insurance amount is
determined
Fixed amount

27%

Based on salary

60%

Based on age

2%

Based on salary and age

9%

Based on other factors

2%

Median maximum amount of basic life insurance
provided

If Fixed:
If Multiplier:

$50,000
2

% giving employees option to purchase
supplemental life insurance

89%

% requiring medical evidence of insurability in
order to purchase supplemental life insurance

62%

% giving annual option to increase or decrease
amount of supplemental life insurance

87%

% limiting amount of supplemental insurance
employee may purchase

97%

How maximum supplemental life insurance amount
is determined
Fixed amount

42%

Based on salary

50%

Based on age

1%

Based on salary and age

6%

Based on other factors

2%

Median maximum amount of supplemental life
insurance employee may purchase for self
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If Fixed:
If Multiplier:

$500,000
5
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% giving employees option to purchase
dependent life insurance
Median maximum amount of additional life
insurance that employee may purchase for spouse
or children

86%
Spouse/DP:
Children:

$100,000
$10,000

Summary Tables - Short-Term Disability

% self-funding

TABLE 47
Short-Term Disability for Employees
All Institutions:
Public:
Private:

40%
26%
44%

All Institutions:
Public:
Private:

47%
48%
42%

% purchased insurance product

% part of a state employee plan

Public:

65%

% automatically enrolling employees
Who pays the premium

Institution only:
Employee only:
Both:

60%
35%
6%

% starting benefits first day of accident/”x” days after
illness

21%

% starting benefits after an elimination period

79%

Median length of elimination period (days)

10

% coordinating benefits with Long-Term Disability

87%

% requiring use of sick and/or vacation
leave prior to start of

56%

% coordinating payment with regular pay period

53%

% defining amount as a percentage of salary

91%

% defining amount as a flat amount
If flat amount, median weekly $ amount of

© 2016 CUPA-HR

32%

9%
$170
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Summary Tables - Long-Term Disability

% self-funding

TABLE 48
Long-Term Disability for Employees
All Institutions:
Public:
Private:

8%
11%
6%

All Institutions:
Public:
Private:

85%
67%
93%

% purchased insurance product

% part of a state employee plan
Who pays the premium

Institution only:
Employee only:
Both:

22%
74%
12%
13%

% defining as “not being able to perform one’s own
occupation”

46%

% defining as “not being able to perform ANY
occupation”

13%

% defining as “not being able to perform one’s own
occupation after X amount of weeks and ANY
thereafter”

36%

Median number of months of employment to be
eligible to participate in plan
% indicating has a “pre-existing” clause
Median duration of “pre-existing” clause
% integrating plan with Social Security or state
retirement system
% requiring the use of sick and/or vacation leave prior
to start of

3 months
57%
12 months
65%
64%

Median length of elimination period before receiving
benefits

180 days

Median number of months employee allowed to
continue on insurance plans at employee rate

3 months

% paying until age “x” if disabled before age
60/median age to which benefits payable
% paying benefit for X number of years/median number
of years
% paying benefit for life
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Public:

86/65
7/4 years
7%

Median % of monthly earnings paid by benefit

60%

% limiting maximum monthly amount

94%

Median monthly maximum amount of benefit

$7,500

% allowing benefits to be paid free of federal tax

37%
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Summary Tables - Paid Time Off
TABLE 49
Paid Holidays and Formal Time-Off Plans
Median number of paid holidays each year
% of institutions with formal paid-time-off plan
(combining vacation/sick leave and/or other benefits)

12
10%

TABLE 50
Employee Median Number of Time-Off Days Per Year
(Current Plan for New Employees)
Exempt/
NE/Support
Eligible
Prof Staff
Staff
Faculty
PTO Plan (1st/10th yr)

21/27

17/27

15/13

Vacation Leave (1st/10th yr)

15/20

10/20

--

12

12

12

Sick Leave

TABLE 51
Time-Off Accrual Limits
(Current Plan for New Employees)
Exempt/Prof Staff
NE/Support
Staff

Eligible
Faculty

PTO Plan
% allowing accrual

84%

90%

41%

% limiting amount of accrual

92%

89%

89%

Maximum # of days (median)

38 days

34 days

43 days

% allowing accrual

82%

83%

32%

% limiting amount of accrual

97%

97%

91%

Maximum # of days (median)

30 days

25 days

30 days

% allowing accrual

84%

90%

70%

% limiting amount of accrual

75%

76%

70%

Maximum # of days (median)

90 days

90 days

100 days

19%

21%

16%

Vacation Leave

Sick Leave

% paying some/all of sick leave
accrual at retirement or
termination
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TABLE 52
Other Time Off
Exempt/
Prof Staff

NE/Support
Staff

Eligible
Faculty

45%

52%

28%

3

3

3

% with formal sabbatical leave program

12%

8%

84%

Number of years between each (median)

6 years

6 years

6 years

85%

86%

84%

90

90

100

Personal/Admin Leave
% providing pers/admin days off (in addition to
other leave)
Number of days per year (median)
Sabbatical Leave

Unpaid Leave
% allowing unpaid leave
Maximum number of days (median)

All
Employees
Military Leave
% paying any difference in salary
Number of weeks paying difference (median)
% of difference paid (median)

38%
2 weeks
100%

Paid Leave for New Parents
% new parent paid leave (over and above vacation
and sick leave)
Maximum number of weeks (median)
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26%
6 weeks
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